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Abstract

While livestream shopping has attracted enormous attention in the e-commerce world,

whether and how it can help online sellers remains questionable. We study the effect of adopt-

ing the livestream shopping channel on seller performance. We analyze 2, 851 online sellers

who adopted the livestream shopping channel from September 2019 to June 2020. To tackle

a series of identification challenges, we use three different estimators, two-way fixed effect DiD

(TWFE), staggered DiD, and synthetic DiD (SynDiD). We find that adopting the livestream

shopping channel increases sellers’ total revenue by 107%. Moreover, 47% of the total revenue

increase is attributed to the online store channel, suggesting a positive cross-channel spillover

effect from the livestream shopping channel to the online store channel. We further examine

the mechanisms and find supporting evidence that livestream shopping can not only reduce

consumer uncertainty about products via information provision, but also increase consumers’

awareness of sellers by offering sellers broader exposure to the public. In addition, although

the average price for the same product is 7.6% lower in the livestream shopping channel, which

may partially contribute to sellers’ increased overall revenue, we find that the salience of price

promotions in the livestream shopping channel cannot explain the cross-channel spillover effect.

Keywords: multichannel marketing, livestream shopping, e-commerce, certainty reduction,

price promotions
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1 Introduction

Online shopping platforms such as eBay and Taobao have been the go-to places for small business

owners to start a business. Despite being affordable and flexible, online stores are constantly being

criticized for their lack of information provision on products and incapability to increase brand

awareness.1 These issues are particularly salient for small businesses, as their brands and products

are less known by consumers. One solution to these drawbacks is opening offline channels, i.e.,

brick-and-mortar stores and showrooms, to complement the online store. However, this costly

solution may be infeasible for small businesses.2

In recent years, livestream shopping, an emerging e-commerce format where sellers use video

streaming to demonstrate products in real time, has become another solution for small business

owners. Initially begun in China in 2016, livestream shopping has rapidly spread globally and

attracted attention from e-commerce giants such as Amazon and eBay.3 The total market size of

livestream shopping in the U.S. is expected to reach $25 billion by 2023.4 Interestingly, livestream

shopping has become particularly popular among small business owners. In 2021, 70% of the

livestreaming sessions on Taobao Live, the largest livestream shopping platform in China, were

conducted by small online store owners on Taobao.

Despite the growing popularity of livestream shopping, little is known about whether and how

it can help online sellers. Our paper fills this gap by causally quantifying the value of adopting

the livestream shopping channel and exploring the mechanisms behind it. Conceptually, this paper

is related to the nascent literature on multichannel marketing, where the key tension falls into

identifying the complementary or substitute relationship between various channels (e.g. Wang and

Goldfarb, 2017; Avery et al., 2012). However, the investigation of livestream shopping as a new

channel is scarce, largely because the early-stage livestream shopping was often entangled with

influencer marketing, where livestreamers are not the owners of online stores or brands. Thus, this

misalignment results in categorizing and studying livestream shopping as an advertising practice.5

To narrow this gap, we leverage the e-commerce ecosystem of Alibaba, where Taobao is the online

1Source: https://www.prefixbox.com/blog/online-shopping-problems/; https://www.brookfieldproperties.com/en/our-
businesses/retail/blog/the-billboard-effect.html

2Source: https://www.evantagestore.com/blog/32/Key-Differences-between-Online-and-Offline-Selling/
3Source: https://www.amazon.com/live; https://www.ebayinc.com/stories/news/ebay-launches-live-shopping-

for-collectibles/
4Source: https://www.cnbc.com/2021/05/03/retailers-from-bloomingdales-to-petco-test-livestreaming-to-win-

sales.html
5Prior research on livestream shopping mainly focused on influencer marketing (e.g., Gu et al., 2022). However,

in 2021, in 70% of livestream sessions, the hosts were the store owners/sellers rather than influencers. So our paper
investigates this understudied phenomenon of seller-hosted livestream shopping.
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shopping platform and Taobao Live is the livestream shopping platform, and the sellers who have

online stores on Taobao are the same ones who decided to open and operate livestream shopping

channels on Taobao Live.

Besides identifying the value of the livestream shopping channel, we explore how livestream

shopping might benefit sellers’ existing online stores and investigate three possible mechanisms.

Past literature has shown that the addition of the offline channel may help the existing online

channel via two mechanisms. On the one hand, the offline channel may serve as an informative

marketing communication tool that provides information about product attributes and quality

(e.g. Bell et al., 2018) to reduce consumers’ uncertainty associated with product quality. We

call this effect the “uncertain reduction” effect. On the other hand, the offline channel may also

have the “consumer awareness effect”, which makes consumers aware of the existence of sellers

(Wang and Goldfarb, 2017). Similarly, for livestream shopping, its streaming format and real-time

interaction enhance the function of uncertainty reduction, and meanwhile, provide sellers with

additional exposure to the public to increase consumer awareness. In addition, one unique feature

of livestream shopping is its emphasis on price promotions, using limited-time coupons, count-down

deals, and discount offers. After watching livestreams, the salience of price promotions could trigger

consumers to look for similar promotions in the online stores, thereby increasing their shopping

tendency in the online stores as well. This “price promotion salience effect” is a third possible

mechanism that may drive the livestream shopping channel to be complementary to the online

channel. We empirically test these three mechanisms to examine how the livestream shopping

channel helps online sellers.

Formally, we ask the following research questions: (1) What is the impact of adopting the

livestream shopping channel on a seller’s total revenue? (2) Does the adoption of the livestream

shopping channel have a spillover effect on a seller’s online store channel? (3) If the adoption of

the livestream shopping channel enhances seller performance in the online store channel, what is

the underlying mechanism? Specifically, is it because livestreams can reduce consumer uncertainty

regarding product attributes and quality, because livestreams can increase consumers’ awareness of

sellers by serving as an engaging marketing communication intermediary, or because livestreams’

salience of price promotions can be transferred to the online store channel?

To answer these questions, we collect data from Alibaba’s online shopping ecosystem. The

dataset includes 2,851 sellers who were operating their online stores on Taobao before August

2019. The sellers belong to three product categories: apparels, jewelry, and food/snacks. From
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September 2019 to June 2020, these sellers adopted the livestream shopping channel on Taobao Live

gradually. For each seller, we observe its revenue in each channel (the online store and livestream

shopping channel) before and after the adoption of the livestream shopping channel. In addition,

we observe the transactions of a representative subset of consumers. We use the datasets to causally

estimate the effect of adopting the livestream shopping channel on seller revenue and to identify

the mechanisms behind it.

For our main analyses on identifying the treatment effect, to accommodate the staggered fashion

of adoption and to address a series of identification challenges, we use the synthetic DiD (SynDiD)

estimator proposed by Arkhangelsky et al. (2021) and Berman and Israeli (2022). We also examine

two other estimators, two-way fixed effect (TWFE) and staggered DiD (Wooldridge, 2021), for the

robustness of the results. To test the three theories for livestream shopping’s mechanisms (uncer-

tainty reduction, consumer awareness, and price promotion salience), we conduct consumer- and

product-level DiD in addition to the seller-level analysis. Specifically, to test if the livestream shop-

ping channel can reduce consumer uncertainty regarding product attributes, we examine whether

existing consumers who are already aware of the focal sellers change purchase behaviors after

watching livestreams, and whether search goods and experience goods benefit differently from be-

ing introduced during livestreams. To test the theory of consumer awareness of sellers, we study

whether there exists a cross-product cross-channel spillover effect, i.e., other products that are not

introduced in livestreams (thus cannot benefit from the uncertainty reduction effect) also benefit

from the seller’s adoption of the livestream channel. To test if salience of price promotions in the

livestream shopping channel is transferred to the online store channel, we examine whether the

transaction prices of the same product changes within and cross channels.

Several findings emerge. First, we find that the adoption of the livestream shopping channel

doubles sellers’ total revenue, which translates to a 2,966 CNY increase in 6 weeks for a median-

size seller in our dataset.6 Moreover, over 50% of the revenue increase comes from sellers’ online

store channel. Thus, the livestream shopping channel induces a positive spillover effect and plays

a complementary role to the online store channel.

In terms of the mechanisms, evidence suggests that livestream shopping can not only reduce

consumer uncertainty about product attributes via information provision, but also help expose

sellers to the public and therefore increase consumer awareness of sellers’ existence. However,

although the salience of price promotions in livestreams may help increase a seller’s revenue in

6CNY is the official currency of China. The current exchange rate of US dollar (USD) to CNY is 7.3.
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the livestream shopping channel, it cannot fully explain the cross-channel spillover effect. Two

pieces of evidence support the uncertainty reduction mechanism. First, we find that existing con-

sumers, who are already aware of a focal seller, increase their purchase amount and frequency in

the seller’s stores after watching livestreams. Moreover, search goods, such as apparel and jewelry

products, benefit more from being introduced during livestreams than do experience goods such as

food products. Both results suggest that livestream shopping can provide consumers with richer

information, reduce their uncertainty regarding product attributes, and lead to more purchases.

For the consumer awareness mechanism, we find that although some products are not introduced

in livestreams and thus cannot benefit from the uncertainty reduction mechanism, their sales in

the online store channel also increase, possibly due to a greater awareness of the seller’s existence

after the seller’s exposure to the public via livestreams. To investigate whether consumers transfer

the knowledge of price promotions in the livestream shopping channel to the online store channel,

we analyze how transaction price for the same product changes across channels. We find that the

average price paid for the same product is 7.6% lower in the livestream shopping channel than

in the online store channel, and the lower price in the livestream shopping channel may partially

contribute to a seller’s increased total revenue. However, we find that product prices in the online

store channel remain unchanged after the seller’s adoption of the new channel, suggesting that the

salience of price promotions is not the mechanism behind the cross-channel spillovers.

Our results shed lights on the role of the livestream shopping channel in e-commerce and provide

managerial insights for various stakeholders. For online sellers, we quantify the effect of adopting

the livestream shopping channel for them to evaluate their adoption decisions. In addition, the two

discovered mechanisms, uncertainty reduction and consumer awareness of sellers’ existence, provide

guidelines for sellers in different categories to decide which aspect they should focus on during their

daily operations. For platforms, our results justify the importance of promoting online sellers as

livestreamers to energize the e-commerce ecosystem.

1.1 Literature Review

Our paper contributes to three streams of literature, including multichannel marketing, information

communication on digital platforms, and livestream shopping.

First, our paper contributes to the literature on multichannel marketing, specifically, on whether

and how a new channel complements the online channel. A canonical paper, Avery et al. (2012),

introduces a conceptual framework illustrating how the adoption of an offline channel can com-
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plement the online channel. Building on this framework, recent research has examined various

offline channel formats and explored the underlying reasons for the complementary role. Wang and

Goldfarb (2017) identify the billboard effect of opening a brick-and-mortar store, suggesting that

the offline channel plays an informative role in communicating the existence of a brand. Bell et

al. (2018) show that online retailers use showrooms to communicate information regarding prod-

uct attributes. Besides offline channels, the mobile channel is also compared and contrasted to

the online channel. For example, Ghose et al. (2013) suggest that search costs and geographical

proximity contribute to mobile shopping’s uniqueness and therefore complementarity to the online

channel. Narang and Shankar (2019) study the mobile shopping app adopters’ purchase and re-

turn behaviors and find that app adopters purchase more than online shoppers. Extant literature

has also examined the complementarity of other types of channels, such as tablet shopping (Xu et

al., 2017), pop-up stores (Zhang et al., 2019), and voice AI shopping (Sun et al., 2019; Wang et

al., 2020) to the online channel. Our work contributes to this avenue of literature by empirically

examining the effect of adopting an innovative e-commerce format: livestream shopping. Unlike

the channels that require large initial investments, the livestream shopping channel is affordable

and convenient, and therefore more suitable for small online sellers to adopt. Furthermore, we find

evidence that livestream shopping can benefit online sellers by increasing consumer awareness of

sellers’ existence and reducing consumer uncertainty about product attributes, and in particular,

sellers in various categories could exploit the appropriate mechanism to guide their decisions in

their daily operations to fully utilize the channel.

Second, our paper is related to the literature on the possibility of communicating seller infor-

mation, including seller existence, quality, and product attributes, on online platforms. On the

seller side, literature has explored the effectiveness of multiple marketing communication tools such

as pricing (e.g., Zhuang et al., 2021), advertising (e.g., Sahni and Nair, 2020a,b), customer rela-

tion management (e.g., Ou et al., 2014), high-quality images (e.g., Zhang et al., 2021), profile and

portrait (e.g., Troncoso and Luo, 2020). Platforms also facilitate the information provision process

about sellers through visualization media (e.g., Hong and Pavlou, 2014), reviews and feedback (e.g.,

Pavlou and Dimoka, 2006), certification and reputation designs (e.g., Hui et al., 2016, 2022), and

mandatory social information disclosure (Rong et al., 2022). Our work complements the previ-

ous work by studying how livestream shopping communicates seller information to consumers and

affects seller performance.

Lastly, our paper contributes to the nascent literature on livestream shopping, which has studied
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the effect of livestream shopping in the influencer marketing domain, where influencer popularity

(Gu et al., 2022), brand-influencer negotiation (Gui et al., 2022), and livestreaming content (Cheng

et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2022) can all affect livestream shopping’s effectiveness. Unlike works

that focus on the influencer marketing domain, we study livestream shopping in the multichannel

domain, where online sellers operate their own livestream channel. The papers most related to

ours are Cong et al. (2021), Liu (2022), and Liu et al. (2022). Cong et al. (2021) study the price

elasticity of demand for live contents before and after livestreams, under a creator economy setting.

Liu (2022) studies the optimal coupon targeting strategy during livestreaming sessions using batch

deep reinforcement learning, and Liu et al. (2022) explore the predictors that contribute to seller

survival and success after the adoption of the livestream shopping channel. We contribute to

the literature by causally quantifying the impact of the adoption of livestream shopping channel

in the multichannel domain and exploring the mechanisms of the livestream shopping channel’s

complementary role to the online store channel.

2 Institutional Background

Our empirical context is Taobao, China’s largest online shopping platform, accounting for 40% of

the market share.7 Unlike Tmall (another subsidiary online platform of the conglomerate Alibaba),

which is tailored to big-name brands, Taobao is famous for its accessibility and affordability, and

has become home to millions of small business owners. The sellers in our data come from three

categories: apparel, jewelry, and food/snacks. Most of the sellers develop their own brands by

being manufacturers themselves or by working directly with manufacturers to create customized

products. Thus, these sellers mainly use the online stores on Taobao to sell products of their own

brands. While a small number of online stores are retailers that house a variety of third-party

brands, these stores usually have a strong identity and make an impression on consumers on the

store level. An analogy for these stores is Zumiez, which carries multiple brands, all under the

theme of “organized chaos” to reflect the teen lifestyle. Given the nature of these stores, it is not

likely for the sellers to promote brands that do not reflect their own identities.

In 2016, Alibaba introduced its livestream shopping platform, Taobao Live, aiming at providing

consumers with a different online shopping experience. With years of development, Taobao Live

has transformed from influencer-based to seller-based (See Liu et al., 2022). That is, instead of

7Source: https://www.statista.com/chart/22519/biggest-b2c-e-commerce-platforms-china/
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bidding for a position in an influencer’s livestreaming session,8 sellers that have their online stores

on Taobao adopt the livestream shopping channel and host livestreaming sessions on Taobao Live

themselves. Hence, during their livestreaming sessions, sellers introduce products exclusively from

their own online stores. The seller-based environment has a number of benefits. First, hosting

livestreaming sessions in house is cost-efficient, as bidding on a single time slot in a top influencer’s

session can cost as much as millions of RMB.9 Second, sellers can provide more accurate information

regarding their own brands and products, thereby fully leveraging the advantage of the interactive

livestream shopping environment.

Figure 1 demonstrates the user interface (UI) of a typical livestreaming session hosted by a

seller on Taobao Live. In this example, while the sellers are introducing the product, a package

of mixed nuts, consumers can conduct a series of actions such as liking, sharing, and subscribing

to the livestream channel. More interestingly, consumers can interact with the seller by asking

questions or commenting through the comment box. Comments are shown in the bottom left of

the screen and are visible to both the seller and all other consumers, enabling the seller to address

certain comments. In the top left corner of the screen, the seller’s online store link on Taobao

is provided, highlighting the seller-based environment. Consumers can also use the item pocket

to view the product list. Once the item pocket is open, detailed information on the currently

introduced product is shown at the top, followed by previously introduced products’ information.

If a consumer makes a purchase by clicking a product in the item pocket, the transaction will

be recorded as from the livestream shopping channel, in contrast to transactions from the seller’s

online store channel. Thus, the setting allows us to separate the two types of transactions.

The synergy of Taobao and Taobao Live allows us to study sellers’ multichannel marketing

strategy, specifically, the value of the livestream shopping channel. Compared to other market-

ing intermediaries with instant purchase options, e.g., influencer marketing and home shopping

TV networks (e.g., QVC), in our context, the same seller operates both the online store and the

livestreams, which allows us to identify the impact of adopting the channel itself without being

contaminated by other factors such as star power and celebrity endorsement. Thus, the setting

validates the necessity of studying the livestream shopping in a multichannel environment. In addi-

tion, people may analogize livestream shopping to commercials, because unlike online marketplaces

and brick-and-mortar stores, where consumers are in control of gathering product information,

8Under this setting, an influencer’s livestreaming session may consist of products from multiple brands and sellers.
9Source: https://www.163.com/dy/article/FKREBSNI0519H3QD.html
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Figure 1: An example of a livestreaming session on Taobao Live

livestream shopping is less flexible in the sense that sellers select products to introduce. However,

as shown in Figure 1, one unique feature of livestream shopping is that consumers can interact

with sellers in real time, and their instant feedback can influence sellers on what products to intro-

duce. Therefore, with the capability of enabling consumers to gather product information at will,

livestream shopping exhibits traits that distinguish it from regular commercials.

3 Data

Our data comes from Alibaba’s e-commerce platforms, Taobao and Taobao Live. It includes 3, 643

sellers with the observation period from August 2019 to June 2020. These sellers adopted the

livestream shopping channel in a staggered fashion from September 2019 to June 2020. All these

sellers have been online sellers on Taobao before August 2019. For each seller, we observe sales

(revenue), quantity sold, and number of transactions in the online store channel as well as the

livestream shopping channel. We aggregate the data to the biweekly panel level.10 As all sellers in

our data eventually adopted the livestream shopping channel, we leverage on the staggered fashion

of their adoptions, and treat sellers as control groups during those periods before their adoptions,

10We conduct a robustness check and verify that the weekly panel yields the same results.
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in the similar fashion as in Bell et al. (2018) and Manchanda et al. (2015). Figure 2 illustrates

the adoption dynamics of the livestream shopping channel. We further select sellers who had been

operating their online stores since February 2019, which is 6 months before our observational period,

because those sellers were established in the online store channel before the adoption, rendering

them a legitimate sample to study the treatment effect. This results in 2,851 sellers. The following

analyses and results are based on this set of sellers. We provide robustness checks based on the full

sample in Appendix A, and all results are qualitatively the same.

Figure 2: Treatment Variation Plot

We report the seller-panel level summary statistics in Table 1. Since most sellers in the sample

are small business owners, the distributions of the variables are left-skewed. Therefore, we provide

robustness checks, which remove the top 1% of sellers based on average sales, in Appendix A, and

find that all results exhibit qualitatively similar patterns. Table 2 shows the category (apparel,

food/snacks, and jewelry) distribution of the 2, 851 sellers in our data.

In addition to the seller-level data, we have a small but representative sample of existing con-

sumers (4.4% consumers). Specifically, these consumers made at least one purchase from the seller’s

online store before the seller’s adoption of the livestream shopping channel. Since we randomly

select a group of consumers for each seller, strictly speaking, each consumer in our data represents a

consumer-seller pair. There are 237, 158 consumers in our data, and the percentage of overlapping

consumers, who happen to be existing consumers for multiple online stores, is 2.7%. Our results

9
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Table 1: Seller-panel Summary Statistics

Variable N Mean SD Min Pctl(25) Median Pctl(75) Max

Quantity Sold 57,020 2,368 21,049 0 0 11 308 1,736,053
Number of Transactions 57,020 735 4,893 0 0 7 135 191,934
Sales (CNY) 57,020 93,692 414,354 0 0 924 21,577 9,968,799

Note: The statistics combine both the online store channel and the livestreaming channel. Furthermore,
because the distribution of sales is highly skewed, we provide robustness checks in Appendix A, removing
the top 1% sellers based on average sales.

Table 2: Seller Distribution Across Categories

Category Frequency Percentage

Apparel 1,946 68.3
Food/Snacks 643 22.6
Jewelry 262 9.2

Total 2,851 100

are consistent both with and without those overlapping consumers, and thus we include them in

our main analyses. One caveat for the consumer-level data is that those existing consumers come

from a subset of 486 sellers only. The reason that not all sellers’ consumer data is available is that

for the sake of protecting consumer privacy, we were allowed to extract data from only a small por-

tion of consumers. And after imposing the restriction for existing consumers, only 486 sellers with

such qualified existing consumers are left. For each consumer, we observe all of their transactions

from both the online store and the livestream shopping channel. Unfortunately, consumer-level

demographics are not available to us due to the platform’s data policy. Similar to the seller-level

data, we aggregate the consumer transactions to a biweekly level and report the summary statistics

of the consumer panel in Table 3. Among all consumers, we categorize those who later watched

the seller’s livestreams as watchers and those who never watch during our observation period as

non-watchers.

Table 3: Consumer-panel Summary Statistics

Variable Mean SD Median N

Purchase Quantity 0.58 48.11 0 4,743,160
Purchase Frequency 0.18 1.31 0 4,743,160
Purchase Amount (CNY) 25.38 4,692.22 0 4,743,160

Further, we recover the prices of the same product that are sold through the online store

10
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channel and the livestream shopping channel across time from the consumer transaction data. In

total, there are 339, 347 products, and Table 4 gives the summary statistics of the product price at

the product-panel level for both channels.

Table 4: Product Price (CNY) at the Product-Biweekly Level

Channel Mean SD Median N

Online Store 410.65 37,722.04 45.04 735,877
Livestream Shopping 143.35 606.45 37.32 33,559

4 Empirical Strategy

We detail the empirical strategy that identifies the effects of adopting the livestream shopping

channel on seller revenue. Since sellers in our data adopt the new channel gradually, we first

introduce the classical two-way fixed effect Dif-in-Dif (TWFE) specification. We then discuss the

identification challenges associated with the specification, introduce our remedies including two

additional methods, staggered Dif-in-Dif (Staggered DiD) and synthetic Dif-in-Dif (SynDiD), and

discuss how those remedies can address the identification challenges.

4.1 TWFE Estimator

In our data, we observe sellers who adopted the livestream shopping channel at different times.

Thus, with the staggered adoption of the livestream shopping channel, we leverage those who

haven’t adopted as the control group (Manchanda et al., 2015). There is a caveat with the setting:

we don’t observe any sellers who never adopted the livestream shopping channel. Thus, we estimate

the effect of the adoption as the average treatment effect on the treated (ATT) instead of the average

treatment effect (ATE), because we cannot infer whether those who didn’t adopt (and therefore

are not in our data) differ systematically from those sellers that we observe. Suppose the sellers in

our data represent those who can benefit more from the adoption; in that case, the ATT estimator

should be greater than the ATE estimator. However, we argue that this should not be a huge

concern, because with the massive popularity of the livestream shopping channel and abundant tips

and resources for operating the channel, the adoption of the channel has become a very common

action for sellers.11 Thus, given a considerable portion of sellers who would adopt eventually, our

11Source: https://zhuanlan.zhihu.com/p/88369126
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ATT estimator can still be useful for various stakeholders such as sellers and platforms. In addition,

even if we were to randomly assign sellers to adopt the channel, those who don’t want to adopt are

subject to the noncompliance issue, resulting in the ATE estimate being less useful.

Our TWFE specification is,

yit = αi + τt + βTWFEDit + ϵit, (1)

where yit is seller i’s logged revenue at time t, αi and τt are the seller and time fixed effect, Dit

indicates whether seller i has adopted the livestream shopping channel at time t, and ϵit is the

idiosyncratic error term. βTWFE measures the ATT. We perform the clustered standard errors by

seller and time. Following the similar spirit in Wang and Goldfarb (2017) and Berman and Israeli

(2022), we truncate our data before April 2020, and all sellers adopted afterwards are treated as

controls.

4.1.1 Identification Challenges

Despite the easy implementation of the TWFE model, it cannot address the following identification

challenges. First, the method estimates a time-invariant treatment effect. In other words, as

the adoption pattern is staggered, the estimator could not accommodate heterogeneous treatment

effects for sellers that adopt at different times.

Second, the TWFE model requires the parallel trend assumption. In our context, the control

group sellers are those who haven’t adopted the livestream shopping channel. If their revenue is

affected by early adopters’ post-adoption performance due to reasons such as competition, then the

parallel trend assumption is violated.

Third, because our sellers adopt the livestream shopping channel at different times, the adoption

decision may be strategic as sellers who perceive the livestream shopping channel to be a better

match are likely to adopt sooner. Thus, the adoption decision may be endogenous, and the TWFE

model may suffer from a biased estimation of the average treatment effect.

Lastly, sellers may make concurrent but unobserved decisions, such as adopting a better inven-

tory optimization tool, alongside their adoption of the livestream shopping channel. Also, some

other platform-driven benefits could be associated with the adoption, for instance, an improvement

in search rankings post adoption. These factors may contaminate the estimate from the TWFE

model.
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To address the first three challenges, we introduce two methods: Staggered DiD and Synthetic

DiD, in Section 4.2 and 4.3. To address the last challenge, we use Section 4.4 to introduce two

analyses, one-time versus repeated livestreaming sellers and consumer-level analysis.

4.2 Staggered DiD Estimator

To allow for heterogeneous treatment effects for sellers that adopt the livestream shopping channel

at different times, we estimate the following regression inspired by Wooldridge (2021) and Berman

and Israeli (2022),

yit =

T∑
g=g0

ξgSig + τt +

T∑
g=g0

βgtSigI{t >= g}+ ϵit, (2)

where Sig indicates whether seller i first adopts the livestream shopping channel at time g, and we

call sellers who adopt at the same time a cohort. g0 is the first cohort’s adoption period. ξg is a

cohort fixed effect, and τt remains as the time fixed effect. In addition, I{·} is an indicator function,

and βgt represents the treatment effect for cohort g at time t. To obtain the average treatment

effect βStgDID, we aggregate βgt across cohorts and policy relevant periods, i.e.,

βStgDiD =

∑T
g=g0

∑T
t=g βgt

(T − g0 + 1)(T − g0 + 2)/2
. (3)

To ensure that the performance of early cohorts is not contaminated by other factors long after the

adoption, we calculate the average treatment effect based on seller performance 6 weeks after the

adoption of the livestream shopping channel, in the similar spirit of Berman and Israeli (2022). We

define time periods biweekly, i.e., 6 weeks are 3 time periods. We also conduct a robustness check

using 8 weeks (4 time periods) after the adoption and find that the results remain qualitatively

unchanged (see Appendix A). Similar to the TWFE estimator, we perform the clustered standard

errors by seller and time.

Compared to the TWFE estimator, Staggered DiD accommodates heterogeneous treatment ef-

fects for different cohorts, which resolves the first identification challenge in Section 4.1.1. However,

the identification of the estimator still relies on the parallel trend assumption. To test if the as-

sumption holds for seller performance in pre-adoption periods, we follow Borusyak et al. (2021) and

Berman and Israeli (2022) and use pre-adoption period data to test whether treatment and control

sellers’ performance prior to the adoption is different. Formally, we run the following regression,
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yit =

T∑
g=g0

ξgSig + τt +

−1∑
l=1−T

ηlSi(t−l) + ϵit, (4)

where the first two terms are the cohort (ξg) and time (τt) fixed effects as in Eq.(2), Si(t−l) indicates

whether seller i adopts at |l| periods after time t, and ηl is the variable of interest representing the

difference in outcomes between treatment and control sellers |l| periods prior to the adoption. We

find that ηl is not significantly away from zero in all 3 periods (6 weeks) prior to the adoption.

Thus, the result suggests that there is no significant difference in outcomes between the two groups

of sellers and partially alleviates the concern of the violation of the parallel trend assumption.

However, the coefficients do not pass the Wald test (F-stats = 30.51, p-value < 0.001), which is a

stricter test on whether ηl are jointly away from zero. To fully address this concern, we introduce

the next method, SynDiD, which does not rely on the parallel trend assumption.

4.3 Synthetic DiD Estimator

The Synthetic DiD (SynDiD) method introduced by Arkhangelsky et al. (2021) combines the ad-

vantages of TWFE (Dif-in-Dif) and the synthetic control method. Like TWFE, it is invariant to

additive unit-level shift and allows for large-panel inference. Also, similar to the synthetic control

method, it reweights pre-treatment period and control unit outcomes to create the synthetic units

and therefore does not rely on a strong parallel trend assumption.

In our context, since sellers adopt the livestream shopping channel in a staggered fashion, we

follow Berman and Israeli (2022) to conduct the estimation for each cohort, then aggregate them

to obtain the average treatment effect. To perform the estimator, we construct a balance panel for

each cohort g. The cohort specific estimator, βg, is obtained by solving the following optimization

problem,

(β̂g, θ̂) = argmin
βg ,θ

∑
i∈Ng

ν(g)∑
t=µ(g)

(yit − αi − τt − βgDit) ω̂iλ̂t

 , (5)

where θ contains the seller and time fixed effect, θ = (αi, τt), and Ng is the set of sellers of cohort

g. Dit indicates whether seller i has adopted the livestream shopping channel at t, βg is the cohort-

specific treatment effect, and the average treatment effect, βSynDiD, is defined as the average of
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the cohort-specific treatment effect across all cohorts, i.e.,

βSynDiD =
1

G

∑
g

βg,

where G is the total number of cohorts. We use µ(g) and ν(g) to define the pre- and post-adoption

period for a cohort g. In our main analysis, we consider the performance for each cohort 6 weeks

before and after the adoption. Similar to the Staggered DiD estimator, we define a time period as

a biweek. Thus, for the cohort that adopts the livestream shopping channel at t = 10, µ(g) = 7

and ν(g) = 12. In Appendix A, we conduct a robustness check using 8 weeks before and after the

adoption and find all results remain qualitatively unchanged.

Compared to TWFE, SynDiD introduces two sets of weights: unit weights, ω̂i, and time period

weights, λ̂t. The unit weights are selected to match the trend of the two groups of sellers’ outcomes

in the pre-adoption periods, i.e.,

ω̂0 +Σi∈Nco
g
ω̂iyit ≈

Σi∈Ntr
g
yit

|N tr
g |

, (6)

where N co
g and N tr

g represent the set of sellers in the control and treatment groups of the cohort

g, respectively. The unit weights serve a similar role as the ones in the synthetic control method.

However, unlike the synthetic control method, in SynDiD, ω̂0 is not constrained to zero, suggesting

that the outcomes of the synthetic units are parallel but not necessarily identical to those of

the treated sellers. In addition, the estimation of Eq.(6) incorporates a regularization penalty to

increase dispersion of the unit weights, which reduces excessive inclusion of one or a few control

units. We omit the technical details and refer readers to Arkhangelsky et al. (2021) for details.

The time period weights, λ̂t, are selected to balance each control seller’s outcome in the post-

adoption periods to be the weighted average outcome plus a constant (λ̂0), in the pre-adoption

periods for the same seller, i.e.,

λ̂0 +Σg−1
t=µ(g)λ̂tyit ≈

Σ
ν(g)
t=g yit

ν(g)− g + 1
. (7)

The time weights ensure that the pre-adoption periods that yield similar outcomes in the post-

adoption periods receive more consideration. Thus, the inclusion of time weights improves precision

by eliminating those pre-adoption periods that differ from the post-adoption ones.

SynDiD addresses the first three identification challenges in Section 4.1.1. First, similar to
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Staggered DiD, SynDiD is a cohort-based estimator, which allows the heterogeneous treatment

effects for different cohorts and is suitable for the staggered fashion of adoptions. Second, SynDiD

permits the creation of the optimal synthetic units like the synthetic control method, and therefore

relaxes the parallel trend assumption. Third, with the incorporation of the two types of weights,

SynDiD can provide a consistent estimate of the treatment effect even when the adoption decision

is correlated with seller-level time trend, as long as the combination of the number of control sellers

and pre-adoption periods is sufficiently large (Arkhangelsky et al., 2021; Berman and Israeli, 2022),

which is the case in our context (see Appendix B for the number of sellers in the treatment and

control group for each cohort). Thus, the method can alleviate the concerns of most identification

challenges, and we use it as the main model to interpret our results.

4.4 Unobserved Confounders

Unobserved confounders may threaten the identification of the effect of adopting the livestream

shopping channel. First, sellers who adopt the new channel may conduct certain concurrent changes

coincidentally, such as inventory optimization. These changes are unobserved, but may affect seller

performance and therefore contaminate the estimated treatment effect. Second, after adopting the

livestream shopping channel, sellers may receive favorable arrangements from the platform, such as

higher rankings in the search engine result page, and subsequently more impressions in the online

store channel. Thus, the increased revenue in the online store channel may be due to the boost of

search rankings. To alleviate the concerns of unobserved confounders, we conduct two analyses.

First, we compare the treatment effects for one-time and repeated livestreaming sellers. Un-

like traditional offline stores and showrooms, the livestream shopping channel is available to con-

sumers only when sellers are hosting livestreaming sessions. Intuitively, sellers who repeatedly offer

livestreaming sessions would enjoy a higher revenue lift after adopting livestream shopping than

those who only offer livestreaming once do, ceteris paribus. In contrast, if unobserved confounders

(e.g., the adoption of inventory optimization tools) are the main drivers of the treatment effect, then

both one-time and repeated livestreaming sellers would experience similar performance changes. To

make this comparison, we apply our analyses using the three estimators to the two groups of sellers

separately. Although this analysis can mitigate the concern that some concurrent actions of sellers

cause the change in performance, it cannot address the concern due to the platform’s favorable

arrangement, such as higher search rankings.

Second, we propose a consumer-level Dif-in-Dif analysis to address the concerns of unobserved
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confounders. In our empirical setting, all sellers have online stores before adopting the livestream

shopping channel. As a result, some consumers have purchased from those sellers’ online stores

before the adoption, and we refer to these consumers as existing consumers. For those existing

consumers, we observe not only purchases, but also whether each consumer watched a specific

seller’s livestream in a certain time period.

We expect that the comparison between watchers and non-watchers can help address the con-

cern of unobserved confounders for two reasons. First, if the adoption of the livestream shopping

channel (rather than other concurrent changes) drives the change in seller performance, then the

change in watchers’ purchase behavior should contribute more to seller performance than that of

non-watchers. Conversely, it is unlikely that sellers’ other concurrent changes affect the purchase

behaviors of watchers and non-watchers differently. Second, although search rankings or impres-

sions are not directly observed in our data, the change in search rankings on the online store

channel should be universal to all consumers12 rather than being consumer specific. Therefore, if

the consumer-level analysis reveals that watchers’ purchase behavior changes differ from those of

non-watchers, then the difference should be attributable to watching livestreams rather, than to

favorable search rankings.

Based on these arguments, we categorize these existing consumers as watchers and non-watchers

and conduct the following Dif-in-Dif model,

ycit = δci + τt + γDcit + ϵcit, (8)

where yict is the logged outcome variable, i.e., purchase amount and frequency, for consumer c’s

purchase from seller i at time t. δci is the consumer-seller pair fixed effect, and τt is the time fixed

effect. Dcit indicates whether consumer c has watched livestreams offered by seller i at time t, and

γ is the variable of interest which measures the consumer-level average treatment effect of watching

livestreams.

Due to the lack of pure randomization for watchers and non-watchers, we use propensity score

matching to select non-watchers that are similar to watchers. This widely used matching method

in marketing literature can alleviate the concern that the two groups of consumers may be sys-

tematically different (Rubin and Waterman, 2006). Specifically, we use the pre-periods’ purchase

behavioral measures, i.e., purchase amount, purchase frequency, and number of transactions, to

12Taobao, the platform for online stores, claims that the search rankings are determined primarily by product
attributes, https://zhuanlan.zhihu.com/p/77039873
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construct the propensity of watching livestreams.

5 Results

5.1 The Impact of Adopting the Livestream Shopping Channel

5.1.1 Total and Online Store Channel Revenue

We leverage sellers’ staggered adoption to identify the impact of the livestream shopping channel

on total revenue. We run the TWFE (Eq.1), Staggered DiD (Eq.2) and SynDiD (Eq.5) estimators

and report the ATT in Table 5.

All positive and significant estimates suggest that adopting the livestream shopping channel

increases a seller’s total revenue. We interpret the result by SynDiD for the remainder of the paper,

as it accommodates the most identification challenges discussed in Section 4.1.1. The coefficient of

0.729 indicates that a seller’s total revenue increases by 107.1% (= exp(0.729)− 1), after adopting

the livestream shopping channel, which translates to a 989 CNY increase biweekly (2, 966 CNY

total increase in 6 weeks) for a median seller.

Table 5: The Impact of Adopting the Livestream Shopping Channel on Seller Total Revenue

Methods:

TWFE Staggered DiD SynDiD

ATT 1.049∗∗∗ 1.123∗∗∗ 0.729∗∗∗

(0.151) (0.023) (0.060)

Seller FE ✓ NA ✓
Cohort FE NA ✓ NA
Time FE ✓ ✓ ✓

Observations 57,020 57,020 57,020

Notes: The table reports the average treatment effect of adopting
livestreaming on seller revenue biweekly. The results are based
on 2, 851 sellers over 20 time periods. For the Staggered DiD and
SynDiD methods, we set the post-treatment periods to 6 weeks
(3 biweekly time periods).

Significance level: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Using the same methods, we shift the focus from the change in total revenue to the change

in online store channel revenue. Table 6 reports the results. The estimate by SynDiD, 0.412,

shows that a seller’s revenue from the online store channel increases by 50.9% (= exp(0.412) − 1)
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after adopting the livestream shopping channel. The monetary value of the increase is 462 CNY

biweekly for a median seller. The revenue increase from the online store channel documents the

positive cross-channel spillover effect, which indicates that the adoption can help sellers generate

more revenue from both channels. Because a seller’s total revenue is exclusively from the online

store channel before adopting the livestream shopping channel, we can compare the increase in total

revenue to the increase of the online store channel revenue and conclude that 47% of the increase

in seller total revenue comes from the positive cross-channel spillover effect.

Table 6: The Impact of Adopting the Livestream Shopping Channel on Online Store Channel
Revenue

Methods:

TWFE Staggered DiD SynDiD

ATT 0.736∗∗∗ 0.811∗∗∗ 0.412∗∗∗

(0.144) (0.020) (0.059)

Seller FE ✓ NA ✓
Cohort FE NA ✓ NA
Time FE ✓ ✓ ✓

Observations 57,020 57,020 57,020

Notes:The table reports the average treatment effect of adopting
livestreaming on sellers’ online store revenue. The results are
based on 2, 851 sellers over 20 time periods. For the Staggered
DiD and SynDiD methods, we set the post-treatment periods to
6 weeks (3 biweekly time periods).

Significance level: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

5.1.2 Discussion on Unobserved Confounders

Thus far, we have quantified the impact of adopting the livestream shopping channel on seller

revenue. To rule out other possible confounders, i.e., the last challenge in section 4.1.1, we conduct

two analyses. First, we compare treatment effects for one-time and repeated livestreaming sellers.

If the adoption of the new channel is beneficial for seller revenue, we would expect that the effect is

larger for repeated livestreaming sellers than for one-time ones. Second, we leverage the consumer-

level Dif-in-Dif analysis, which compares the purchase behavior change of existing consumers who

are watchers and non-watchers. Because sellers’ other concurrent actions or the platform-driven

benefit in search rankings are not likely to affect the two groups of consumers differently, we would

attribute the changes in watchers’ purchase behavior, if any, to the sellers’ adoption of the livestream
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shopping channel.

One-time versus Repeated Livestreaming Sellers

11.7% of sellers are one-time livestreaming sellers who hosted only one livestream session in the

6 weeks after adoption. We re-conduct the three estimators separately for the two groups of sellers,

and Table 7 reports the results. On the one hand, for regular livestreaming sellers, the increases in

total and online store channel revenue after adopting the livestream shopping channel are 126.1%

(= exp(0.816)− 1) and 58.6% (= exp(0.461)− 1), respectively. On the other hand, the impacts on

both types of revenue for one-time livestreaming sellers are insignificant, suggesting that one-time

livestreaming sellers do not benefit from the adoption. The results are also necessary (however,

not sufficient) for ruling out the alternative explanation that sellers’ simultaneous changes in other

actions lead to the increased total and online store channel revenue, as it is not likely that such

changes would affect the two groups of sellers differently.

Table 7: The Impact of Adopting the Livestream Shopping on One-time and Repeated Livestream-
ing Sellers

Methods:

TWFE Staggered DiD SynDiD

One-time Repeated One-time Repeated One-time Repeated

total rev. −0.209 1.199∗∗∗ −0.035 1.203∗∗∗ −0.240 0.816∗∗∗

(0.190) (0.162) (0.085) (0.024) (0.154) (0.062)
online store rev. −0.226 0.851∗∗∗ −0.055 0.861∗∗∗ −0.250 0.461∗∗∗

(0.190) (0.155) (0.084) (0.022) (0.153) (0.061)

Seller FE ✓ ✓ NA NA ✓ ✓
Cohort FE NA NA ✓ ✓ NA NA
Time FE ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Observations 6,660 50,360 6,660 50,360 6,660 50,360

Notes: The table reports the average treatment effect of adopting livestreaming on the revenue of one-time and
repeated livestreaming sellers, respectively. The results are based on 333 one-time sellers and 2, 518 repeated
sellers over 20 time periods. For the Staggered DiD and SynDiD methods, we set the post-treatment periods
to 6 weeks (3 biweekly time periods).

Significance level: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Consumer-level Dif-in-Dif Analyses We also leverage the consumer-level data to address

the endogeneity due to unobserved confounders. For each seller, we select existing consumers, who

have at least one purchase before the adoption of the livestream shopping channel, and categorize

them as watchers (treated consumers), who later watch the seller’s livestreams, and non-watchers

(control consumers), who never watch. Among all consumers in our data, 25.5% of them are
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watchers.

We argue that the consumer-level Dif-in-Dif analysis can help us build the causal link from the

adoption of the livestream channel to the seller-level revenue increase irrespective of the existence

of (1) the seller’s potential simultaneous and unobserved business actions and (2) the platform’s

favorable arrangements (e.g., higher search rankings). Thus, a positive effect of watching livestreams

on watchers’ purchase behaviors, (e.g., purchase amount and frequency) should suggest that the

seller-level effect (i.e., the positive impact of adopting the livestream shopping channel on revenue)

is causal.

To alleviate the concern that the treated and control consumers may differ systematically in the

absence of a pure randomization, we apply propensity score matching to select the non-watchers

that are similar to the watchers. Figure 3 shows the distribution of propensity score before and

after matching. We also conduct a balance check of the covariates before and after matching.

Table A5 in Appendix C shows that covariates are balanced and do not differ significantly between

watchers and non-watchers after the matching procedure. Then, we run the regression in Eq.(8).

For simplicity, we use each seller’s adoption time to define Dcit instead of each consumer’s accurate

first watching time, and this approach leads to a conservative estimation of the consumer-level

average treatment effect.

Figure 3: Distribution of Propensity Scores Before and After Matching
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Table 8 reports the results. Columns (1) and (2) show the average treatment effect for purchase

amount and frequency in both channels. We find that consumers increase purchase amount and
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frequency after watching livestreams by 18.5% and 4%, respectively. Focusing on the online store

channel, columns (3) and (4) show that after watching livestreams, consumers’ biweekly purchase

amounts and frequencies increase by 10% and 1.9%.

The results indicate that consumers indeed spend more after watching livestreams, which may

reflect the positive impact of the adoption on our seller level analyses. More importantly, they

alleviate the concern that the positive impact may be a result of some sellers’ unobserved actions.

One caveat of the results is that the magnitude of consumer-level analyses may not directly translate

to that of our seller-level analyses, since we do not have the full sample of consumers and use only

existing consumers in this section. However, it does not hinder achieving the goal, which is to

demonstrate that the adoption of the new channel enhances seller performance, regardless of the

possible factors that may also contribute to better seller performance.

Table 8: The Effect of Livestreaming on Consumer Purchase Amount and Frequency (6-weeks
window & matching)

Dependent variable:

Total Online Store
Amount Frequency Amount Frequency

ATE (β) 0.185∗∗∗ 0.040∗∗∗ 0.101∗∗∗ 0.019∗∗

(0.040) (0.009) (0.034) (0.007)

Consumer-seller Pair FE ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Time FE ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

R2 0.292 0.348 0.280 0.327
Observations 238,428 238,428 238,428 238,428

Notes: The table reports the average treatment effect of adopting livestreaming on
existing consumers’ total and online store spending amount and purchase frequency
(biweekly). The matched data includes 39, 738 seller-consumer pairs over 6 time periods.
Consumers are matched based on their purchase frequency and amount, using 6 weeks
(3 time periods) prior to sellers’ adoption of the livestream channel.

Significance level: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

5.2 Mechanism

Our seller-level analyses show that the adoption of the livestream shopping channel increases sellers’

total and online store channel revenue. Thus, the addition of the livestream shopping channel

creates a cross-channel spillover. In this section, we explore the mechanisms behind the spillover,

or, in other words, how the adoption of the livestream shopping channel benefits sellers with existing
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online stores. We propose three mechanisms.

First, sellers use livestreams to deliver product information to consumers. Empowered with

the real-time interaction function, the livestream shopping channel could be more engaging and

effective than brick-and-mortar or showrooms in providing information (Bell et al., 2018). Thus,

livestream shopping has an uncertainty reduction effect, whereby a better understanding of product

attributes can reduce buyers’ uncertainty associated with the products and lead to more purchases,

in both the livestream shopping and the online store channels.

Second, the livestreams serve as promotion intermediaries that expose sellers to the public.

Therefore, livestream shopping creates the billboard effect (Wang and Goldfarb, 2017; Avery et

al., 2012) that increases consumer awareness of the seller’s existence. Because livestream shopping

operates digitally, it can easily expose sellers to a wide customer base, as it is not limited by any

location constraints.

Lastly, livestream shopping is known for providing salient information regarding promotions.

Common practices include livestreamers’ repetitive reminders of low prices, personalized coupons

and rebates, raffles, and complementary gifts (Liu 2022). While all or some of these promotions

may also appear in the online store channel (but in a less salient way), consumers may not be aware

of their existence, and therefore may miss the chance to benefit from these promotions, and end up

paying higher prices. Thus, the adoption of the livestream shopping channel can help consumers

become familiar with price promotion tools in the online store channel. Figure 4 compares and

contrasts a coupon promotion in the livestream shopping versus online store channels. In the

livestream shopping channel, coupons appear mid-screen, while in the online store channel, the

coupon needs to be added manually at a corner location before checkout. Hence, the salience of

price promotion during livestreams might encourage consumers to actively search for and apply

such promotions in the online store channel as well. As a result, both a seller’s total and online

store revenue may increase due to lower transaction prices and therefore higher demand. We refer

to this mechanism as the price promotion salience effect.

Thus, a natural question arises: what is the underlying mechanism behind the livestream shop-

ping channel’s complementary role to the online store channel, the uncertainty reduction effect, the

consumer awareness of seller existence effect, or the price promotion salience effect? We next test

the three mechanisms.
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Figure 4: Coupons in Livestreams versus Online Stores

5.2.1 Uncertainty Reduction

We conduct the following two analyses to demonstrate that the livestream shopping channel has

the uncertainty reduction effect.

First, we leverage the consumer behavior analyses based on existing consumers. In Table 8, we

see that existing consumers increase purchase amount and frequency after watching livestreams.

Since these consumers had purchases before the sellers adopted the new channel, they were already

aware of these sellers’ existence. Thus, we argue that the increased purchase amount and frequency

after watching livestreams is attributable to the uncertainty reduction effect. One caveat of this

argument is that salient price promotions in the livestream channel may also alter consumers’

purchase behavior and result in the increases. We formally rule out this explanation in the later

section, and provide another piece of evidence to support the uncertainty reduction mechanism by

conducting the following product-level analysis.

Specifically, we compare the treatment effects for search goods versus experience goods. If

the uncertainty reduction is one plausible mechanism, we would expect the treatment effect to

be stronger for search goods than for experience goods. For example, livestreams can be useful to

reduce uncertainty for search goods, such as apparels, because in the interactive video environment,
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sellers can easily display the apparel’s color, cut, and design and use modeling to demonstrate the

size and fit. However, for products that are close to experience goods, i.e., food and snacks, although

sellers may use basic demonstrations during livestreams, consumers still may not resolve concerns

about the products, because (1) it is difficult for sellers to accurately convey the information about

these products’ attributes, i.e., taste and texture, and (2) the description of such attributes (whether

the food item is sweet or sour) is subjective and may only be useful to a small portion of consumers.

Thus, if the increased seller revenue after the adoption is because sellers can use multimedia videos

to help reduce consumer uncertainty, then we would expect the effect for food and snack products

to be smaller than that for apparel and jewelry products.

To test this hypothesis, we combine the apparel and jewelry products together as fashion prod-

ucts and expect them to benefit more from livestreams.13 The econometric specification that we

use is the product-level Dif-in-Dif,

ylt = γl + τt + κDlt + ϵlt, (9)

where ylt is product l’s logged sales at time t, and γl and τt are the product and time fixed effects.

Dlt is an indicator equaling 1 if the product has been introduced in livestreams, and κ is the

coefficient of interest, measuring the product-level average treatment effect of being introduced

during livestreams.14

To study whether uncertainty reduction plays a role in boosting seller performance, we run

Eq. (9) for the two types of products separately, and compare whether the magnitudes are different.

Table 9 shows the results: in columns (1) and (2), we report the average treatment effects of total

and online store channel revenue for food products; and in columns (3) and (4), we report those for

fashion products. First, all estimates are positive and significant. Using product-level total sales as

an example for interpretation, the estimates indicate that compared to the sales of products that

are never introduced during livestreams, the sales of food and fashion products on average increase

by 78% and 250% after being introduced during livestreams. This is consistent with our seller-level

finding that the adoption of the livestream shopping channel benefits sellers in terms of total and

online store channel revenue. Moreover, by comparing the average treatment effects across product

categories, we find that search goods benefit more from being introduced during livestreams, in

13We replicate the analyses in this section without grouping apparel and jewelry products, and the results remain
unchanged.

14We do not include the seller fixed effects because all product IDs are specific within sellers, and thus product
fixed effects will absorb seller fixed effects.
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terms of both total revenue (1.256 > 0.578) and online store revenue (1.176 > 0.535). Hence, the

result suggests that uncertainty reduction drives the increase in seller revenue after the adoption

of the livestream shopping channel.

One caveat of the product-level Dif-in-Dif analysis is that products that are introduced in

livestreams may be systematically different from those that are not introduced in livestreams. For

instance, sellers may choose to introduce during livestreams those products that are already trendy

and popular in the online store channel to further boost their sales. Thus, the selection may

violate the parallel trend assumption, and the increased sales for products may be due to their own

attributes rather than being introduced. While we acknowledge the limitation, we argue that no

concrete evidence shows that the violation of the parallel trend assumption could affect products

in the two categories differently. Since the main purpose of the exercise is to compare the effects

across product categories, given the large gap in the magnitudes, we believe the argument that the

benefit from being introduced in livestreams varies by category still holds. We provide a robustness

check using SynDiD, which does not rely on the parallel trend assumption in Appendix D.15

Table 9: The Effect of Livestreaming on Product-level Revenue

Dependent variable:

Food Product Fashion Product
total rev. online store rev. total rev. online store rev.

After livestreaming 0.578∗∗∗ 0.525∗∗∗ 1.256∗∗∗ 1.176∗∗∗

introduction (κ) (0.1047) (0.0999) (0.1425) (0.1407)

Product FE ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Time FE ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

R2 0.444 0.446 0.263 0.261
Observations 335,140 335,140 6,451,800 6,451,800

Notes: The table reports results for product-level Dif-in-Dif analysis. The first two columns
report the impact of being introduced in livestreaming sessions on product total revenue and
online store revenue for products sold by sellers in the food category. The last two columns
report the impact of being introduced in livestreaming sessions on product total revenue and
online store revenue for products sold by sellers in the fashion category. The panel data
consists 339, 347 products and 20 time periods.

Significance level: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

15Due to the computational burden, the robustness check is based on a randomly selected subset of products.
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5.2.2 Consumer Awareness of Sellers

In addition to the uncertainty reduction mechanism, we also find support for the billboard mecha-

nism: the increased consumer awareness of the existence of the seller drives better seller performance

in the online store channel. We first discuss how the results from the product-level analysis can

shed light on this mechanism. Moreover, we re-conduct the seller-level analyses by categories to

show how the cross-channel spillover effect differs and how the result implies that the increased

consumer awareness of the seller’s existence contributes to the increased seller revenue.

First, we revisit the results from the product-level Dif-in-Dif analyses in Table 9. For food

products, although livestreams’ ability to reduce product uncertainty should be limited, we still

find a significant increase in sales after they are introduced during livestreams. Thus, this result

provides evidence that consumers purchase more food/snacks products, suggesting that the un-

certainty reduction mechanism may not be the only mechanism. Thus, we hypothesize that the

increased sales for food products may be because consumers become aware of the sellers through

livestreams. However, there is a caveat: although livestreams may not be effective in reducing

product uncertainty for food and snacks, consumers may still receive some information, i.e., caloric

and nutrition information, from watching livestreams and learning from them. Thus, one could

argue that the positive (but smaller) average treatment effect for food and snack products cannot

be attributed to the increased consumer awareness of the seller’s existence.

To mitigate the concern, we re-conduct our seller-level analyses in Section 5.1.1 by seller cate-

gories. Specifically, we explore whether sellers in different categories experience different impacts

from the adoption of the new channel, and if they did, how the heterogeneous treatment effects on

the seller level can shed some lights on the mechanism. Table 10 reports the results. For every

method, we find that the adoption of the livestream shopping channel brings a larger increase in

total revenue for fashion sellers than for food sellers. This is not surprising because, as we discussed

in the previous section, the uncertainty reduction mechanism is more relevant for fashion products

and is reflected in the livestream shopping channel more. However, importantly, for the online store

channel revenue, the increases for the sellers in the two categories are not significantly different.16

Recall that our product-level analyses show that the sales increase in the online store channel

is smaller in the food category than that in the fashion category. However, the seller-level cross-

channel spillover effects for the two categories are similar. This contrast indicates that a considerable

portion of the online store channel revenue increase for food sellers comes from cross-product cross-

16The statement is based on the fact that the difference is within 2 standard errors.
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channel spillover. That is, after a seller in the food category introduces a focal product during

livestreams, not only do the focal product’s sales increase in the online store channel, but so do other

products’ sales. This phenomenon results in the similar seller-level cross-channel spillover effect

for sellers across categories. It also helps us identify the consumer awareness mechanism. Because

consumers cannot obtain information for those products that are not introduced during livestreams,

the boost in sales for those products cannot stem from the uncertain reduction effect, but rather

may stem from the increased consumer awareness of the seller. In other words, consumers memorize

and become familiar with a seller via livestreams, and consider the seller (but not necessarily the

focal products introduced previously) for future purchases.17

Table 10: The Effect of Livestreaming on Seller Revenue (Food vs Fashion Seller)

Methods:

TWFE Staggered DiD SynDiD

Food Fashion Food Fashion Food Fashion

total rev. 0.775∗∗∗ 1.145∗∗∗ 0.919∗∗∗ 1.183∗∗∗ 0.490∗∗∗ 0.794∗∗∗

(0.176) (0.153) (0.051) (0.023) (0.107) (0.072)
online store rev. 0.622∗∗∗ 0.781∗∗∗ 0.780∗∗∗ 0.823∗∗∗ 0.339∗∗∗ 0.427∗∗∗

(0.171) (0.145) (0.049) (0.020) (0.104) (0.070)
contribution % 80% 69% 85% 70% 77% 54%

Seller FE ✓ ✓ NA NA ✓ ✓
Cohort FE NA NA ✓ ✓ NA NA
Time FE ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Observations 12,860 44,160 12,860 44,160 12,860 44,160

Notes: The table reports the average treatment effect of adopting livestream shopping channel on total
revenue and online store revenue for sellers in the food and apparel categories, respectively. The results
are based on 643 and 2, 208 sellers in Food and Fashion categories over 20 time periods. For the Staggered
DiD and SynDiD methods, we set the treatment periods to 6 weeks (3 biweekly time periods).

Significance level: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

5.2.3 Price Promotion Salience

So far, we have shown that livestream shopping can reduce consumer uncertainty about products

and increase consumer awareness of sellers’ existence; and both mechanisms can explain livestream

shopping’s direct effect on seller revenue and the spillover effect to the online store channel. Another

possible mechanism that leads to increases in a seller’s total and online store revenue is that the

17One caveat is that a similar magnitude of the cross-channel spillovers across different categories can also be a
result of the third mechanism regarding the salient price promotions in the livestream shopping channel, and we will
rule it out in the next section.
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salience of price promotions (i.e., coupons and rebates) during livestreams encourages consumers

to actively search for and apply such promotions even in the online store channel. This mechanism

may also explain the similar magnitude of the seller-level cross-channel spillover effect (Table 10)

and weaken our arguments for the consumer awareness mechanism. We conduct the following

analyses to rule out the mechanism.

We first confirm that price promotion is indeed more salient in the livestream shopping channel.

To do so, we check whether the price for the same product differs across the livestream shopping

and online store channels and perform the following regression:

plt = γl + τt + ρlivelt + ϵlt, (10)

where pilt is the logged price of product l at time t; and γl and τt are the product and time fixed

effects, respectively. liveilt is an indicator that equals 1 if the transaction is through the livestream

shopping channel. ρ is the variable of interest, which measures whether the same product’s trans-

action prices differ across channels.

Table 11 reports the result. We find that for the same product, the price paid is 7.6% lower

when sold from the livestream shopping channel. This finding is consistent with the argument that

the salience of price promotion in the livestream shopping has an impact on consumers’ paid price

(which is lower than that in the online store channel).

Table 11: Product Price Study Across Channel

Dependent variable:

product price

from livestreaming channel (ρ) −0.076∗∗∗

(0.016)

Product FE ✓
Time FE ✓

R2 0.973
Observations 769,403

Notes: This table reports the results of product price differences
across different channels. The results are based on product-
channel-level price observations over 20 time periods. 270,189
products are included in this analysis. Note that this is not a
balanced panel because some products do not have transaction
records in all 20 periods.

Significance level: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Then, we test whether the salience of price promotion in the livestream shopping channel

increases consumers’ search for and application of price promotion, and therefore increases the

revenue in the online store channel. We conduct a product-level Dif-in-Dif analysis to study whether

a product’s price in the online store channel changes significantly after the seller’s adoption of the

livestream shopping channel. If consumers indeed become more active in seeking and applying

price promotions in the online store channel, then we would expect the price they pay for the same

product to decrease. We run the following Dif-in-Dif regression,

pilt = γl + τt + ϕDit + ϵilt, (11)

where pilt is the logged price of product l sold by seller i at time t, and γl and τt are the product

and time fixed effects, respectively. Dit is an indicator representing whether seller i has adopted

the livestream channel or not. ϕ measures if the same product’s transaction price in the online

store changes after the seller’s adoption.

Table 12 shows the result. The insignificant result suggests that a product’s transaction price

in the online store channel does not change after the seller adopts the livestream shopping channel.

Therefore, we rule out this mechanism that the salience of price promotion leads to the positive

cross-channel spillover effect.

Table 12: Product Price for Online Store Channel

Dependent variable:

product price

ATT (ϕ) -0.0111
(0.0090)

Product FE ✓
Time FE ✓

R2 0.97508
Observations 735,844

Notes: This table reports the ATT of livestream
adoption on the online channel product price. Note
that the price analysis is conditional on transactions.
266,378 products are included in this analysis. This
is not a balanced panel because some products do
not have transactions in all 20 periods.

Significance level: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

To recap, we find that the adoption of the livestream shopping channel can (1) reduce con-
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sumer uncertainty about products and (2) enhance consumer awareness of sellers’ existence. Both

mechanisms contribute to explaining the cross-channel spillover effect. In terms of the mechanism

of price promotion salience, although transaction price is lower in the livestream shopping channel,

we don’t find evidence that this mechanism can explain the cross-channel spillover.

The exploration of mechanisms leads to a better understanding of the emerging e-commerce

channel. Because the livestream shopping channel helps sellers through both mechanisms, com-

pared to traditional offline channels such as showrooms and brick-and-mortar stores, it is more

comprehensive and therefore is able to accommodate various types of sellers (i.e., in both search

goods and experience goods categories). Thus, in our context, both food and fashion sellers benefit

from the adoption of the livestream shopping channel.

6 Conclusion

The rise of livestream shopping has attracted enormous attention among online sellers. Despite

online platforms’ devotion to creating an e-commerce ecosystem that accommodates both the tra-

ditional online marketplace and the livestream shopping marketplace, the examination of whether

and how the adoption of the livestream shopping channel can help online sellers is scarce. In this

paper, we leverage Alibaba’s e-commerce ecosystem, where online sellers on Taobao can easily start

their business in the livestream shopping channel on Taobao Live, to causally study the impact of

adopting the livestream shopping channel on seller performance.

We find that the adoption of the livestream shopping channel increases seller total revenue by

107% on average. Moreover, we identify that the adoption has a cross-channel spillover effect on

sellers’ online stores. Specifically, 47% of the increase in total revenue comes from the online store

channel. We also explore the mechanisms of the increased total and online store revenue. We

find that existing consumers who are already aware of the sellers increase their purchase amount

and frequency after watching livestreams. Moreover, search goods (apparel and jewelry products)

benefit more than do experience goods (food products) from being introduced in livestreams. Hence,

the two findings support the uncertainty reduction mechanism, i.e., livestream shopping can provide

consumers with information about product attributes and quality. In addition, we find that the

magnitude of the cross-channel spillover effect does not vary across seller categories, implying that

food products that were not introduced in livestreams and could not benefit from the uncertainty

reduction effect also benefit from sellers’ adoption of the livestream shopping channel. This in turn
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implies the existence of the consumer awareness mechanism, i.e., livestream shopping boosts seller

performance by communicating the existence of sellers to consumers. Furthermore, although the

price for the same product is cheaper in the livestream shopping channel than in the online store

channel, there is no evidence that consumers will transfer their knowledge of price promotions to

the online store channel. Thus, price promotion salience does not explain the positive cross-channel

spillover effect.

Our findings provide managerial implications for both online sellers and platforms. First, we

provide a benchmark estimate for online sellers to evaluate their adoption decisions. In addition,

sellers can learn the two different mechanisms via which livestream shopping can help sellers and

then apply appropriate decisions to improve performance. For example, an apparel seller may

pay more attention to communicating product attributes, and a food seller may emphasize brand

building. One limitation is that our analyses can only speak to revenues rather than profits,

because we don’t observe each seller’s adoption cost. The adoption cost can vary substantially

across sellers, given their different fixed costs (initial equipment investments) and variable costs

(labor wages). We do not aim at providing customized recommendations for adoption and leave it

for future research. For platforms, our findings can guide them to facilitate sellers by offering tips

and tools that emphasize various mechanisms. Our empirical context is Taobao and Taobao Live.

Thus, the findings can be synchronized to similar online shopping platforms such as Amazon and

eBay, which are also homes to millions of sellers. The results in our paper provide an assessment

for them on creating a seller-based livestream shopping platform. However, in recent years, online

platforms that do not have an e-commerce component, such as Facebook, have also entered the

livestream shopping industry. For those platforms, we invite further research to explore whether a

collaboration of other online marketplaces leads to similar outcomes.
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Appendix A Seller-level Robustness Checks

A.1 Analyses Using Different Sets of Sellers

In the main analyses, we select sellers who had been operating their online stores 6 months before

our observational data period, because they represent those sellers who were seriously operating

the online store channel. This selection results in 2, 851 sellers. We re-conduct the analyses for

identifying the treatment effect using the full set of sellers (3, 643 sellers). Table A1 reports the av-

erage treatment effect of sellers’ total and online store channel revenue. All results are qualitatively

similar to those in the main analysis.

Table A1: The Impact of Adopting the Livestream Shopping Channel on Seller Performance (Full
Set)

Method

TWFE Staggered DiD SynDiD

ATT (total revenue) 1.100∗∗∗ 0.545∗∗∗ 0.673∗∗∗

(0.154) (0.057) (0.054)
ATT (online store revenue) 0.776∗∗∗ 0.274∗∗∗ 0.343∗∗∗

(0.148) (0.046) (0.053)

Seller FE ✓ NA ✓
Cohort FE NA ✓ NA
Time FE ✓ ✓ ✓

Observations 72,860 72,860 72,860

Notes: The table reports the average treatment effect of adopting livestreaming
on seller total revenue and online store revenue biweekly. The results are based on
3, 643 sellers over 20 time periods. For the Staggered DiD and SynDiD methods,
we set the post-treatment periods to 6 weeks (3 biweekly time periods).

Significance level: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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In addition, we conduct a robustness check removing the top 1% of the sellers (in terms of

their average biweekly sales) in the main analyses. This may alleviate the concern regarding the

skewness of seller size. Table A2 reports the results, and all results are qualitatively similar to the

ones in the main analyses.

Table A2: The Impact of Adopting the Livestream Shopping Channel on Seller Performance (Top
1% Sellers Removed)

Method

TWFE Staggered DiD SynDiD

ATT (total revenue) 1.117∗∗∗ 1.186∗∗∗ 0.771∗∗∗

(0.157) (0.034) (0.063)
ATT (online store revenue) 0.795∗∗∗ 0.862∗∗∗ 0.426∗∗∗

(0.149) (0.032) (0.062)

Seller FE ✓ NA ✓
Cohort FE NA ✓ NA
Time FE ✓ ✓ ✓

Observations 51,320 51,320 51,320

Notes: The table reports the average treatment effect of adopting livestreaming
on seller total revenue and online store revenue biweekly. The results are based on
2, 566 sellers over 20 time periods. For the Staggered DiD and SynDiD methods,
we set the post-treatment periods to 6 weeks (3 biweekly time periods).

Significance level: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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A.2 Analyses Using 8 Weeks Window

We perform the staggered DiD and SynDiD analyses on identifying the average treatment effect

of adopting the livestream shopping channel using a different length of pre- and post-treatment

periods. Specifically, we study how seller performance changes 8 weeks (4 time periods) before

and after the adoption. The analyses only apply to sellers who adopted after September 19,

2019 (8 weeks after the earliest observational period), resulting in 2, 635 sellers. Table A3 reports

the average treatment effect of sellers’ total and online store channel revenue. All results are

qualitatively similar to those using 6 weeks before and after the adoption.

Table A3: The Impact of Adopting the Livestream Shopping Channel on Seller Performance (8
weeks window)

Methods:

TWFE Staggered DiD SynDiD

ATT (Total Revenue) 1.069∗∗∗ 1.026∗∗∗ 0.701∗∗∗

(0.147) (0.026) (0.062)
ATT (online store revenue) 0.752∗∗∗ 0.710∗∗∗ 0.375∗∗∗

(0.140) (0.024) (0.061)

Seller FE ✓ NA ✓
Cohort FE NA ✓ NA
Time FE ✓ ✓ ✓

Observations 52,700 52,700 52,700

Notes: The table reports the average treatment effect of adopting livestreaming
on seller total revenue and online store revenue biweekly. The results are based on
2, 635 sellers over 20 time periods. For the Staggered DiD and SynDiD methods,
we set the treatment periods to 8 weeks (4 biweekly time periods).

Significance level: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Appendix B Number of Sellers in Each Cohort

We use Table A4 to report the number of sellers in the treatment and control group in each cohort.

The number of sellers in the control group for each cohort is greater than that in the treatment

group and sufficient for the Synthetic DiD estimator. Each cohort is defined biweekly. Cohort 1

represents the earliest adopters in our data, and their adoption date starts at September 6, 2019.

Table A4: Number of Sellers in Each Cohort

Cohort Treatment Control

1 216 2,635
2 246 2,389
3 242 2,147
4 222 1,925
5 234 1,691
6 219 1,472
7 217 1,255
8 170 1,085
9 174 911
10 123 788
11 61 727
12 84 643
13 85 558
14 92 466
15 104 362
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Appendix C Propensity Score Matching on Watchers and Non-

watchers

We perform the propensity score matching on a seller’s existing consumers to balance watchers and

non-watchers based on their purchase frequency, amount, and quantity, 6 weeks (3 biweeks) before

the seller adopted the livestream shopping channel. We use sellers’ adoption timing as a proxy of

watchers’ first watching time instead of the actual first watching time, and it leads to a conservative

estimation of the average treatment effect. Table A5 reports the balance check for watchers and

non-watchers, before and after the matching. After the matching, the difference of the covariants

across the two groups are not significant at 10% level.

Table A5: Covariate Balance Before and After Matching (6-week window)

Before After

Mean Difference P value Mean Difference P value

Purchase Frequency 1 −0.053 0.031 −0.002 0.817
Purchase Frequency 2 −0.038 0.057 0.005 0.516
Purchase Frequency 3 −0.031 0.083 0.005 0.423
Purchase Amount 1 −0.311 0.014 −0.010 0.812
Purchase Amount 2 −0.240 0.026 0.016 0.617
Purchase Amount 3 −0.198 0.034 0.006 0.838
Purchase Quantity 1 −0.060 0.037 0.0003 0.981
Purchase Quantity 2 −0.039 0.080 0.014 0.139
Purchase Quantity 3 −0.037 0.103 0.009 0.273

Notes: The table reports mean difference and p-value of covariates between watchers and
non-watchers before and after the matching. Covariates used for matching includes seller
(exact match), purchase frequency, purchase amount, and purchase quantity based on 1,
2, and 3 biweeks before each seller’s adoption time. Since watchers and non-watchers are
matched exactly based on seller, seller fixed effects are incorporated when computing the
mean difference and p-value. All variables are log-transformed.
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Appendix D Product-level Synthetic DiD

In the main analysis, we use a product-level Dif-in-Dif, Eq.(9), to illustrate that the magnitudes

of benefit of being introduced during livestreams vary across products in various categories. One

caveat of the analysis is that sellers may choose trendy products in the online store channel to

introduce in livestreams, and therefore, the parallel trend assumption may be violated. To alleviate

the concern, we use the SynDiD method, which does not rely on the parallel trend assumption, as

a robustness check.

One difficulty of conducting the SynDiD estimator is the computational complexity due to

the large number of products, specifically, 339, 347 (compared to 2,851 sellers in the seller-level

analyses). Hence, we randomly selected a subset of products from each category to conduct the

analysis. Table A6 shows the breakdown across product categories in the treatment and control

group, for both the full and subset of our data.

Table A6: Product-Level Analysis Sample

# of Products Category Treat Control

Original Sample
Food 7,514 9,243
Fashion 67,607 254,983

Small Sample
Food 2,000 1,000
Fashion 3,000 1,500

Similar to the seller-level SynDiD analysis, we define cohort based on when the product is

introduced during livestreams. Since we do observe products that are never introduced, those

products together with products that haven’t been introduced are served as control units. We

construct a balance panel (6 weeks before and after being introduced) for each cohort g. The

cohort-specific estimator κg solves the following optimization problem,

(κ̂g, θ̂) = argmin
κg ,θ

∑
l∈Ng

ν(g)∑
t=µ(g)

(ylt − γl − τt − κgDlt) ω̂lλ̂t

 , (12)

where θ contains the product and time fixed effect, θ = (γl, τt), and Ng is the set of products in

cohort g. Dl(i)t is an indicator showing whether product l has been introduced during livestreams

at time t. The average treatment effect is defined as

κSynDiD =
1

G

∑
g

κg,
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where G is the total number of cohorts.

Table A7 reports the results, which show that fashion products benefit more from being in-

troduced during livestreams and are qualitatively similar to the results from the product-level

Dif-in-Dif analysis.

Table A7: The Effect of Livestreaming on Product-level Revenue (Small Sample)

Dependent variable:

Food Product Fashion Product
total rev. online store rev. total rev. online store rev.

After livestreaming 0.521∗∗∗ 0.449∗∗∗ 1.575∗∗∗ 1.454∗∗∗

introduction (κ) (0.043) (0.043) (0.053) (0.053)

Product FE ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Time FE ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Observations 60,000 60,000 90,000 90,000

Notes: The table reports results for the product-level SynDiD analysis. The first two columns
report the impact of being introduced in livestream sessions on product total revenue and
online store revenue for products sold by sellers in the food category. The last two columns
report the impact of being introduced in livestream sessions on product total revenue and
online store revenue for products sold by sellers in the fashion category.

Significance level: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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